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Kidstir Welcome Kit Review | Kids Cooking Subscription
Box + $10 Off Coupon Code!

Kidstir is an awesome new kids cooking subscription box. Created by a group of moms with

experience as cookbook authors and chefs, as well as working for kid-friendly companies like

Disney and Mattel, Kidstir was launched to help kids develop a healthy and happy connection to

food. Kidstir, curated monthly with an advisory panel of health and education experts, provides

everything you need to help your kids have a fun, educational, and hands-on experience creating

real-food recipes that empower them with lifelong kitchen skills. I have been so eager to share

with you our first experience with Kidstir, why we are excited to become regular subscribers, as

well as a great $10 off coupon to get your first box for only $9.95!
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Kidstir subscriptions are available on a month-to-month basis, or you can purchase 3-, 6-, or 12-

month subscription lengths. In the first month of your subscription, you receive a Welcome Kit

that includes a cookbook and helps you get started in the kitchen. In following months, you will

receive kits that help you build your cookbook with even more fun cooking projects.

Kidstir launched in April of this year, with May being the first regular monthly kit, themed “Hello

Breakfast!” The Kidstir kit for June is themed “Snack Happy!” Watch for a blog review of that box

coming soon!
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The Kidstir Welcome Kit is a really fun box to open! The team at Kidstir really put a lot of thought

into this kit and it’s clear that they paid attention to all the details. As a parent I appreciate the

effort put forth to provide quality materials and an educational experience for my child. While

cooking in the kitchen with kids can be so fun, sometimes it may seem like an overwhelming or

daunting task – something that I might be prone to put off. Kidstir helps motivate not only my

children, but me, too! 
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The Welcome Kit is filled with a cookbook, two recipe book inserts, a silicone basting brush (for

use in one of the recipes) and mustache/kissy lips paper straws (also to use with one of the

recipes). Among the few pages for each section, there are fun educational facts, useful tips for

learning to use kitchen tools, further inspiration, as well as step-by-step instructions. 

As I was looking through the recipes and activities I thought, “Oh, man, I need to start writing this

down.” Then I happened up on the handy-dandy shopping list Kidstir provided. Just one more

bit of proof that they really have thought of everything ;)
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The Kidstir Cookbook is really great. It’s thick and solid, has a kid-friendly design, and a few

different places to add personalization. 

Inside the cookbook is a table of contents with a few little instructions on how to “build your own

cookbook” and 12 divided tabs for various food groups. There’s also an “All About Me” section,

some helpful kitchen tips for kids, and a couple spots to place or draw your own photos of family

fun in the kitchen.
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My daughter Emma is 10 years old and she LOVES this subscription. Kidstir is right on her level

for boosting independence, fostering kitchen creativity and problem-solving, and helping

increase willingness to try new foods and experiences.



The minute we opened the box, Emma was on my case to get started making the included

recipes. Using the shopping list as a scavenger hunt activity through our pantry and refrigerator,

it was lucky for us that we had right on hand exactly what we needed to make Homemade

Orange Fizz. 

The instructions were easy for her to follow and I only had to help with a few steps, like using a

knife to cut the oranges. It was a liberating a fun experience for her. She loved making the

mustache and lip straws, too. I thought those were a really nice touch for this activity.



Each month following your Welcome Kit, Kidstir subscribers will receive a box filled with a

shopping list, three cooking projects, along with several digital recipes, videos, and activities,

plus kid-sized cooking tools, utensils, or ingredients. Each monthly kit will represent a section of

the cookbook, so over the course of your subscription your child will build up a binder full of

healthy recipes that they have prepared themselves!

I love this unique concept for a kids subscription box and am anxious to see what future months

hold. Emma is particularly excited and can’t wait to continue to build her cookbook and have

more fun in the kitchen. I can definitely see the spark that has been ignited in her by Kidstir and

am glad that there is a subscription out there that can help her learn skills and grow confidence

in the kitchen. And as I mentioned before, it’s helpful to me, too, serving as a catalyst help me be

more proactive in finding the time to have fun together in the kitchen

Kidstir is $19.95 a month with free shipping. You can get the welcome kit for only $9.95

when you join using this link (no coupon code needed!). There’s also a sibling add-on

option, which allows you to pay $10 more each month for extra tools in your box.

You can find out more about Kidstir on their site at Kidstir.com, and be sure to follow them on

Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest to stay up-to-date on new promotions, great DIY ideas, and

kitchen inspiration.

Box has been provided for review. For complete disclosure policy, click here.
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Sara Zielinski  says:

June 16, 2014 at 2:42 pm

Subscription boxes sound so fun

Reply

Laurajj Jacobson  says:

June 16, 2014 at 4:01 pm

OH I love this idea! I love cooking with Carter…he always has so much fun helping and is so

proud! Love the idea of getting a new box each month!

Reply

Anonymous  says:

July 6, 2014 at 2:02 am

We just received the July box and had a blast making the Magic Melon-Ade. Would strongly

recommend this to all. I have seven kids but my 3 year old and 8 year old were the ones

making melon balls and putting this all together. We are going to make the purple smoothie

with the chia seeds tomorrow :)

Reply

summer  says:

July 6, 2014 at 9:29 pm

Thank you for your comment. I am excited to get July’s box! I agree – this is a great

subscription and I’m excited to see what future boxes bring!
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